What’s more valuable than a Nobel Peace Prize nomination? For one immigrant entrepreneur, it’s the Barry M. Portnoy Immigrant Entrepreneur Award. After a two-year, pandemic-induced hiatus, the Barry M. Portnoy Immigrant Entrepreneur Award Benefit returned on March 8, 2022.

Through the COVID-19 crisis, this year’s honorees faced obstacles that previous awardees had not dreamt of. Despite this, they managed to keep their businesses thriving and even started new businesses.

Meet our 2022 honorees below.

**Neighborhood Business Award:**

**Jitka Borowick**
from the Czech Republic
Founder, Nové Yoga and Cleangreen on Cape Cod, MA

Jitka is known throughout the community not only as a talented entrepreneur and job creator but also for her generosity in offering her “time, talent and treasure” to community causes.

**Life Science Business Award:**

**Avak Kahvejian**
from Canada
General Partner, Flagship Pioneering in Cambridge, MA

Avak is a leader in the local Armenian community as well as an inventor and serial entrepreneur. He has co-founded 12 biotech companies and counting.

**Business Growth Award:**

**Roger Magalhaes**
from Brazil
Founder, Shades in Place and Trading Up Consulting, LLC in Franklin, MA

Roger has grown not only his own window treatment business but also helped countless others start and grow their businesses through his mentorship and training programs. Attendees came from across the United States to honor him at the Awards Benefit.

**High Tech Business Award:**

**Ling Chai Maginn**
from China
Founder, Jenzabar, Inc. and All Girls Allowed in Boston, MA

Ling has received many accolades for her business success and humanitarian work. She was even nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize for her leadership in the 1989 Tiananmen Square uprising. She says the one nearest and dearest to her heart is the Barry M. Portnoy Immigrant Entrepreneur Award.
New research from The ILC highlights contributions of immigrant essential workers

Throughout the pandemic, immigrant essential workers have been vital to helping all Americans stay safe, fed and healthy. While foreign-born people make up just 14 percent of the U.S. population, they are 18 percent of the essential workforce.

The latest research report from The Immigrant Learning Center’s Public Education Institute, Immigrant Essential Workers During the COVID-19 Pandemic, shows that much of the weight of the pandemic in the United States was born by immigrants who received little to no support from the government in return.

The report draws on interviews with more than 30 policy experts and immigrant essential workers across the country. The report also features in-depth research on the extraordinary challenges and contributions of immigrant essential workers. We can learn from their experiences to better prepare for the future, rejecting policies that failed frontline workers and building on effective local initiatives.

The ILC’s Public Education Institute is committed to giving immigrants a voice through creating and sharing original research. You can explore the report or read the executive summary at https://www.ilctr.org/essential-report/.

Why Jerson wishes The ILC was in every city

Like many of The ILC’s donors, Jerson donated because he wanted to support our immigrant and refugee students. Unlike most of The ILC’s donors, one of those students is his mother.

Jerson, left, donated in honor of his mother, Sonia, right, a former The ILC student

Jerson and his parents left Venezuela to escape turmoil in the country. Sadly, Jerson’s father succumbed to cancer shortly after reaching the U.S., and his mother, Sonia, was at loose ends. Jerson encouraged her to pursue studying English at The ILC. They were impressed by the breadth of services provided here. “There are no words for how I feel about [The ILC]. It’s such an integral approach, not just teaching English but connecting people with jobs when they’re available and helping people in other ways,” says Jerson. Sonia has been studying hard and her teacher says she’s “very dedicated [and] very helpful to other students.”

Seeing how The ILC has impacted his mother’s life inspired Jerson to donate. “Immigrants should be welcomed wherever they are in the world,” says Jerson. “Organizations like this that make people feel welcome are so important ... I wish you were in every city or many cities around the United States because it’s such a valuable labor that you do.”
Thank you, donors!

It is with our deepest thanks that we recognize the following donors who made financial and in-kind contributions to The ILC between October 2, 2021, and March 13, 2022. Special thanks to our monthly donors, Facebook fundraisers and those who use giving and matching programs through their employers. Please check with your company’s HR department for details.

Community, Corporations & Foundations

Adelaide Breed Bayrd Foundation
Adelson & Associates, LLC
Anchor Capital Advisors LLC
Bank of America/Merrill Lynch
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Big Skinny
Capital Bank and Trust Company
Citi Global Markets, Inc.
City of Malden Office of Strategic Planning and Community Development
City of Medford Redevelopment Authority
Cradle to Career at The Philanthropic Initiative
Cummings Foundation, Inc.
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Dover Rug & Home
Duoingo, Inc.
Goulston & Storrs
Graham Hale Gardner Fund
Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
James G. Martin Memorial Trust
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC
Kaplansky Insurance
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
Melrose Cooperative Bank Charitable Foundation
Mystic Valley Elder Services, Inc.
Nuance Communications
People’s United Community Foundation of Eastern MA, Inc.
Perpetual Trust for Charitable Giving
Perry and Madeline Garver Family Foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
RBC Capital Markets
The Rhode Island Community Foundation Anonymous Fund
The RMR Group
Shades in Place
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
Stellar Senior Living
Stop & Shop Community Bag Program
Streetwear, Inc.
Sullivan & Worcester LLP
They Might Be Giants
Town Fair Tire Foundation, Inc.
Trading Up Consulting
Tufts University Medical Center
Verizon Foundation
Vilcek Foundation
Von Rickenbach Family Foundation
Willis Towers Watson

Donations made in honor (h) or in memory (m)

Neal Allen and Helen Rubel | Barry Portnoy (m)
Ann and Andrew Bausman | Freda Chenkin (m)
Anonymous | Diane Portnoy (h)
Anonymous | Norma Portnoy (h)
Anonymous | Vince Rivers joining The ILC (h)
Sara Bernstein | Diane Portnoy and Sandy Bornstein (h)
Dr. Susan Cahill and The Honorable Frank J. Bailey | Barry Portnoy (m)
John Carroll | Pat DiFranco (h)
Sally Cavanaugh | Jack, Ben and Joe (m)
Patricia DiFranco | Kathleen Klose (h)
Patricia DiFranco | Trish Micheli (h)
The Gabelli Family Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Communal Fund | Johany Jeune (h)
The Gabelli Family Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Communal Fund | Mikayla Quintana (h)
Daniel Harpin | Henry Katz (h)
Kari Haworth | Jennifer Stephens (m)
Henry Katz | Elissa Katz (h)
Mary Louise Larkin | Barry Portnoy (m)
Senator Jason Lewis |
  \(\text{My colleagues in the Massachusetts State Senate} (h)\)
Robert Matz | Diane Portnoy (h)
Greg Mintz | Karen and David Mandeville (h)
Karen and Louis Monti | Luke Santoro (m)
Norma M. Portnoy | Elissa Katz (m)
Nancy Schmidt | Sarah White (h)
Joanne Seymour and Brian Ruh |
  \(\text{Joan Broude and Leah Gandman} (m)\)
Ed Sleboda | Henry Katz (h)
Len Small | Linda Wacks (m)
Janet and Peter Stankiewicz | David Keresey (m)

Join us at The ILC's 23rd Annual Golf Classic

Golf Tournament • Lunch • Dinner
Monday, June 13, 2022 at Pine Brook Country Club

The Immigrant Learning Center is a not-for-profit corporation supported by tax-deductible charitable contributions and, in part, by funding from The Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education; Mystic Valley Elder Services, Inc., the Massachusetts Executive Offices of Elder Affairs and the Federal Administration on Aging; and the cities of Malden and Medford, Massachusetts.

www.ilctr.org
Individual donors

Stephen Adams
Donna Adams-Chrysoogianis
Penelope Allen-Baltera and Victor Baltera
Marsha Alter
Linda Altwater
James Anello
Anonymous
Valentina Apanassenko
Susan and Jay Ash
Ann and Andrew Bausman
Kristy and Michael Beavais
Cheryl and Evrett Benton
Umesh Bhuju
Max Bock-Aronson
Nunu, Zev and Tzelme Bornstein
Sandra and Ethan Bornstein
Jitka Borowick
Jane and Robert Buchanan
Dr. Susan Cahill and The Honorable Frank J. Bailey
Karen Cangiano
Kirk and Price Carter
Sally Cavanaugh
Jane and Jack Censer
Ling Chai Maginn
Fatima Chibane
Jennifer and William Clark
Betsey Cogswell
Julie Cohen
Shawn Cooke
Jodi and Daniel Cooper
Mark Correa
Diane and David DeBono Schafer
Edmund and Judith Dente
Anuradha Desai and Michael Sheridan
Susan Dosick
Tharon and Lee Dunn
Hugh Eckert
Kate and Peter Eliot
Elise Ezrol
Alison Farquhar
Janet S. Fischer
Abbey and Carlos Flores
Barbara and Richard Fournier
Karen and Richard Fournier
Fraiche Family
Nancy Free
Neryeda Garcia
Cynthia C. Gardner
Heather Garni and Dan Pozen
Alan K. Gaynor
Marianne S. Geula
Mary Beth Giffune and Richard Belofsky
Wendy and David Giunta
Karen Glover
Gail Giustra
Susan and Michael Haley
John Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Heilbronner
Bettina Hein
Miriam and David Horton
Priscilla and Frank Hundley
Mahmud Jafri
Lenora and Dr. James Jennings
Todd A. Johnston
Jenna and Matthew Jordan
Avak Kahvejian
Esther N. Karinge
Patricia Kervick
Jen King
Kathleen Klose
Wolfgang Koch
Andrew Koppel
Susan Kraft and Don Michaels
Sergy Kurilo
Ann and Ted Kurland
Feng Ai Lao and Zhong Ri
Ellen and Vern Larkin
Gertrude Lapina
Vicki and Dan LePage
Alan Lidogosty
Shari and Michael Linskey
Sam Litvin
Kimberly Lowe
Cheryl A. Lynch
Krista Magnuson
Karen and David Mandeville
Arthur Martram
Maria Mc Dermott
Lauren Mc Gillicuddy
Nancy McLaughlin
Jonathan Mead
Mary and Robert Miller
Edward Mills
Martha Morgan
Gene Moulton
Tracy Mowschenson
Stella and Charles Nahatis
Mary Beth Nally
Joseph Nazzaro
Van Nguyen
Meghan and Owen Nichols
Carmen and Marian Nistor
Anna Norcross
Ingrid Nowak
Susan Nugent
Ana Nuncio
Jerson Olano-Gonzalez
Robert Oppenheim
Sakina Paige and Jamal Thomas
Elizabeth Paley
Theresa Park
Jonathan Pertchik
Mary Philopoulos
Andrea and Eric Pizzotti
Diane Portnoy
Norma Portnoy
Gwen E. Pospisil and Douglas White
Hana Prashker and David Noriega
Jonathan Radford
Rachel Rankin
Beth and Ira Rapaport
Ryan Reubeno
Shelley Redstone
Lise Revers
Betsy Rich
Kristina and Vince Rivers
Saritin Rizzuto
Anne and Steve Rose
Diana Schwalbe
Jordan and Rebecca Scott
Nanda Scott
Kathleen Smith
Mary and Jeff Somers
Janet and Peter Stankiewicz
Diane Stern and Neil Ungerleider
Karen M. and Robert W. Sweet, Jr. Susan Taricani
Rose and George Thompson
Sandra Thompson
Christine A. Towle
Jimmy Tran
Mae B. Upperman
Jennifer Silfka Vidal and Luis Vidal
Anne and Neil Walsh
Paul Watanabe
Diana Watts
Susan Weiler
Carol and Jim White
Sarah White
Jane Willis and Richard Davey
James Witte
Bin Wu
Mark Young and Gary Sullivan
Brandon Young
Julianne Zimmerman
Steve Zubricki, Ill
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What you and alt-rock band They Might Be Giants have in common

Alt-rock band They Might Be Giants may be best known for writing the music for the TV show Malcolm in the Middle, but we will always think of them as champions of literacy. The band’s lead duo, John Flansburgh and John Linnell, are Massachusetts natives and were looking to partner with a not-for-profit that supports literacy when they found The Immigrant Learning Center last year.

The band donated 10 percent of sales from their newest album, Book, published with an accompanying art book, from its launch in November through the end of 2021. The more than $12,000 they raised goes directly to helping our immigrant and refugee students fulfill their dreams of becoming better workers, parents and citizens.

They Might Be Giants’ contribution is especially appreciated while traditional fundraising has been disrupted by the COVID-19 crisis. The band said they were excited to support The ILC because the center is “improving the world directly from Malden, Massachusetts. Literacy for all is WHERE IT’S AT.”

However you found us, your support of The Immigrant Learning Center improves the world as well. As far as we are concerned, all our supporters are rock stars.

Volunteering reveals a “common thread throughout humanity”

As a volunteer with The Immigrant Learning Center, Chloe knows she wasn’t just helping people learn English. Her family moved to California from Taiwan when she was a child, and she saw how her father struggled to learn English and feel part of the community. She was happy to help students “access parts of society that can feel out of reach because of the language barrier.”

Chloe helped students in one-on-one online sessions and in a virtual classroom while earning her master’s degree in international relations at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University. It wasn’t merely a one-way relationship. She deeply values the cultural exchange she shared with The ILC students, which she considered not just personally fulfilling but an integral part of her lifelong learning in international relations.

From Chloe’s perspective, “The more you get to know people who seem different from you, the more you can see a common thread throughout humanity, not isolated to a country’s borders but all things we have in common.”

Chloe volunteered online with The Immigrant Learning Center while earning a master’s degree in international relations.
The ILC students rise to meet multiple challenges

“For many of us, becoming an entrepreneur is not an easy thing, but being an immigrant is probably the most challenging thing in our lives.” The many Immigrant Learning Center students who have become entrepreneurs can relate to this sentiment, which was shared by Ling Chai Maginn at this year’s Barry M. Portnoy Immigrant Entrepreneur Awards (see story on page 1).

By supporting The ILC, you are not only making our students’ lives less challenging, you are enabling some of them to start businesses, including restaurants, dentist offices, barber shops and many others.

Two students in The ILC citizenship classes, Amani and Rachel, achieved their citizenship goal and started new businesses during the COVID-19 crisis.

We can’t wait to see what our students will dream up next. Your continued support can help those dreams come true.

When Amani first moved from Libya to the United States, she struggled to find appropriate clothing for her family of practicing Muslims. She saw an opportunity to help other families like hers and created a shop that provides culturally appropriate clothing and accessories. She credits her classes at The ILC for giving her the ability to confidently chat in English with customers from all over the globe.

Tanzanian American Rachel creates and sells gorgeous head wraps and face masks in traditional Maasai prints. She had the sewing skills, and learning English allowed her to create an online platform for her business.

Rachel said, “It was amazing. I was able to help people have those masks, especially before … everyone started to do the masks.”